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El= Atlas- ceiling mount
holds BIG 30-45" wide TVs
The safest mount available for larger TVs. Supports
up to 500 lbs! Built-in adjustments for television
height, center of gravity and width. 360° swivel and
15° tilt. Heavy -gauge steel with black wrinkle finish.
RSU 10273142 219.99

12x12" ceiling flange. RSU 10273159 ... 39.99

atm Heavy-duty, double -stud wall
mount holds 20-30" wide TV sets
Secure, reinforced adjustable mount is perfect for larger televisions.
Adjustable base supports up to 175 lbs. in weight. Features include a
safety strap and buckle kit, a 360° swivel, and a 7° tilt for glare re-
duction. And, it installs easy-all Lucaser mounts are "experience
engineered" for ease of installation. Made of heavy -gauge steel with
a black wrinkle finish.
RSU 10446706 179.99

arm Single -stud wall mount
holds 20-30" wide TVs
Tough, stable single -stud wall mount with excellent flexibility. Swivels
360° for optimal viewing. Has an up/down tilt of 12° to reduce an-
noying reflection and glare. Supports up to 75 lbs. Heavy -gauge steel

with black wrinkle finish.
RSU 10436749 99.99

=Adjustable yoke ceiling mount for
TVs 14-33" wide
Sturdy ceiling mount has built-in adjustments for television height,
center of gravity and width. Adjust your viewing angle anytime, with
a 360° swivel ard up/down 15° tilt. Built-in "no -roll" features make
this one of the safest ceiling mounts available. Supports up to 120 lbs.
Made of neavy-gauge steel with a black wrinkle finish.

For 14-20" wide TVs. RSU 10273092 169.99
For 20-30" wide TVs. RSU 10273100 179.99
For 23-33" wide TVs. RSU 10273126 189.99

More mounts and accessories available. See our RadioShack Unlimited in-store catalog for our complete selection.

Items with an RSU number are available for fast shipment direct to pour door from RadioShack Unl Shipping ard pricing information on page 395.


